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Key4Life
Primary beneficiary group: Young Offenders
Geographic focus: England & Wales
Year Founded: 2012
Number of staff FTE: 13

Income in 2019-20: £830,000
Free reserves: £530,000

TFN Member Sponsor: Ailis Clarke
Registered charity number: 1152426
Website: key4life.org.uk

What does Key4Life do?
Key4Life is a crime prevention charity, which aims to 
break the cycle of reoffending amongst young men 
aged 18-30 who have the highest reoffending rates and 
lowest chances of securing employment. Key4Life
uses an innovative 7-Step Model focusing on 
emotional resilience, employability and on-going 
support. Its core work includes:
• Prison programmes: "through the gate" support to 

participants pre- and post-release 
• At Risk programmes: divert young men at risk away 

from offending and into employment. 
• Schools and Holiday programmes: awareness 

raising intervention programmes anti-knife crime 
workshops for Under 18s.

What problem(s) will this work address?
Key4Life participants have multiple needs. National 
statistics show that often they come from 
dysfunctional homes, damaging them emotionally and 
psychologically. Data from Key4Life programmes
shows: 
• 75% participants left mainstream education pre-16 
• 64% had no regular contact with their fathers
• Children of prisoners 3x more at risk of offending 

than their peers 
• 65% of boys with a convicted parent go on to offend.

What is Key4Life’s solution to this problem?
Key4Life has a proven record of working with young 
offenders who are least likely to engage with other 
preventative programmes. Mentors are a key part of 
the model and join all the programmes, supporting 
activities and sharing their experiences.  Over 500 
participants have gone through the 7-Step Model, 
which tackles the root causes of offending, significantly 
reducing a young person's chances of reoffending, and 
greatly increasing their chances of securing, and 
maintaining, employment, education or training. 46 
participants have been trained as Key Mentors through 
the programme. 

What social change will this work achieve?
Key4Life’s model obtains cost-effective and creative 
solutions to the entrenched social problem of youth 
offending. Key4Life benchmarks its impact against the 
government's 1-year post release figures and also uses 
robust independent research and evaluation 
techniques. Independent research concludes that 
Key4Life tackles the underlying social, emotional and 
practical causes of offending:
• 73% participants improve ability to deal with 

emotions 
• 75% participants improve relationships with family 

and friends.
A year after release: 
• 14% participants have re-offended, compared to a 

national re-offending rate of 64%
• 79% in education, employment or training by end of 

programme
• For every £1 invested, £17.06 is generated in social 

value
• £5,000 to put a young person through the Key4Life 

Programme, versus costing the taxpayer £37,000 to 
keep one young offender in prison for a year.

What will Key4Life do with TFN funding?
TFN's contribution would enable Key4Life to train 12 
Key Mentors on an 8-week programme to gain an AQA 
Level 3 Unit Award Scheme in Coaching and 
Mentoring.  These Key Mentors are integral to the 
programme and will go on to support many other 
young people. The impact of the programme on these 
Mentors is profound; Key4Life’s impact measurement 
data shows that 87% are employed one year after 
release and 0% have reoffended. 

Sponsor’s statement:
Key4Life demonstrates huge success in preventing youth 
reoffending. A highly-experienced management team, 
intrinsically connected to business and education, has 
reached 500 participants; the cost of £5k for one 
programme participant versus £37k for a year in prison, 
speaks for itself. I hope you will join me in supporting this 
exciting next phase.



Opera Circus

What does Opera Circus do?
Opera Circus commissions and produces new opera and 
music theatre and develops long term participatory arts 
education programmes with young people in the UK and 
Europe to encourage inclusion and equality. Its projects 
bring together diverse communities across borders and 
foster collective understanding of inclusion and human 
rights. This project is a unique research opportunity for 
testing/collecting data on the effects of music on the 
brain and heart during live performances using AI 
invention x-system.

What problem(s) will this work address?
One of the legacies of the pandemic is the dramatic 
increase in mental illness, a problem it is well established 
that the arts can play a key role in addressing. 
"Depression rates have doubled since the COVID-19 
pandemic began, forewarning a growing mental health 
crisis in the UK. Particularly concerning is that those in 
more precarious economic positions or burdened by 
existing inequalities[…]have been disproportionately 
affected." The Health Foundation.

What is Opera Circus’ solution to this problem?
The project is co-led by Nigel Osborne, Emeritus 
Professor of Music and composer of our new opera 
Naciketa, and the NHS Head of Trauma Care England. 
Data from thousands of patients and members of NHS 
staff is already showing great promise. We plan to collect 
data on music's effect on the brain and the heart, during a 
live performance of Naciketa. This will be the first time we 
can gauge music's impact in non-clinical settings, proving 
the potential to prevent/alleviate mental illness in the 
community, without medical interventions.

Thus far, the Naciketa music/medicine project has taken 
place through the NHS Recovery Colleges and in clinical 
settings. (The NHS Recovery Colleges are a strategic 
partnership with x-system, the new technology developed 
for arts-based trauma- informed-care in the health, 
education and social services.) A case study published 
through the Culture Health and Wellbeing Alliance has 
shown a 30% increase in efficacy over traditional methods 
in tackling trauma.

The performance at Southbank will be the first 
opportunity to test the x-system outside the clinical 
domain. Data gathered will provide evidence of the need 
to expand the use of music in tackling trauma as well as in 
providing effective treatment in epilepsy, severe 
psychosis and dementia.

What social change will this work achieve?
This project is important because of its impact not only on 
the future of public services' cost and availability, but also 
on the future survival of the arts. Both sectors have 
suffered tremendously during the pandemic. With this 
innovation, public services would be able to deliver more 
in the community, and artists will be able to position their 
role in a socially ‘useful’ context.  We will use the data 
gathered to develop: 
• Activities to encourage the use of music in education to 

help pupils with learning difficulties 
• Pilot workshops and training to healthcare 

professionals in multiple countries, demonstrating  how 
music can address challenges in mental health

• Awareness raising events/training. 

What will Opera Circus do with TFN’s funding?
TFN’s funding will help to finance this Live Science event, 
specifically:
• Pay for the hire of the x-system and the engineer
• Cover the high cost of the Pharo sensors hire
• Fund the linking of the x-system to the lighting and 

soundscape 
• Support the cost of post-event analysis as well as the 

streaming of the opera, with some of the elements of 
the x-system trial represented through special effects 
and with audio and visual enhancement.

Sponsor’s statement: 
Tina Ellen Lee has been a friend for 20 years. I have tracked 
with admiration and great respect the achievements of 
Opera Circus in bridging conflicts, building collaborations 
and supporting vulnerable children, all with high-quality use 
of the arts. Tina received the European Citizen Prize in 2015 
and the Winston Churchill/Finzi Fellowship the following 
year, the latter, for the use of music to help traumatised 
elementary school pupils in Bosnia. 

Primary beneficiary group: Young  People
Geographic focus: UK & Europe
Year Founded: 1992
Number of staff FTE: n/a – staff employed on project basis

Income in 2019-20: £83,000
Free reserves: Nil

TFN Member Sponsor: Edna Kissman
Registered charity number: 1051954
Website: operacircusuk.com



Getting into Tech 

What does Getting into Tech do?
Getting into Tech aims to achieve transformational 
change by providing disadvantaged children with the 
skills and knowledge they need to enter the tech sector. 
Getting into Tech is led by Sharla-Jaye Duncan, the 
former founder and CEO of award-winning charity, Team 
Up. She recognised that many young people she 
supported who didn't secure the necessary grades were 
left in hopeless positions. Throughout her two years 
working in the tech industry, she met only three Black 
men and no senior Black female professionals. Class was 
also poorly reflected. Getting into Tech aims to change 
this by creating a pipeline of diverse talent.

What problem(s) will this work address?
Getting into Tech addresses the problem of youth 
unemployment amongst children from low-income 
and/or BAME backgrounds. They are twice as likely to 
become unemployed when compared to their more 
privileged peers. This is because young people who are 
eligible for Pupil Premium are 50% less likely to secure 
the grades to progress into high-paying jobs. This will 
most likely increase with the attainment gap widening by 
as much as 75% due to COVID-19. 

What is Getting into Tech’s solution to this 
problem?
Previously, supporting young people from low-income 
households and/or BAME backgrounds to enter 
professions was challenging as they were less likely to 
secure the school-level grades that are required to 
access stable employment. However, there are now a 
number of well-paid vocational jobs that don’t require 
particular qualifications from school; instead, they require 
a set of life and vocational skills. Getting into Tech runs a 
programme that trains volunteers to deliver training to 
young people that will empower them to access tech 
careers. The programme is delivered by tech employees 
who have the skills to inspire, manage and train a group of 
school-leavers. The programme is delivered over the 
course of 6 months and each young person will receive 
mentoring from leading tech professionals, engaging 
workshops to build knowledge and employability, help 
with schoolwork, and complete a skills project. 

What social change will this work achieve?
Getting into Tech aims for 95% of young people from 
every cohort to secure reliable employment. In 2017/18, 
the team delivered a pilot in partnership with Barclays, 
PwC, Lloyds Bank, and a wider umbrella organisation that 
looked at training employees to support low-income 
schoolchildren to prepare for and apply to tech 
professions. Two programmes were delivered over two 
years whereby 50 school-leavers were supported 
through mentoring and training from professionals - they 
were Pupil Premium pupils and were at risk of not 
securing GCSEs. The results were astonishing: 45 young 
people applied for jobs and 44 were accepted into 
relevant jobs.  Getting into Tech is a relatively new 
organisation which aims to repeat the success of this last 
programme on a much larger scale by working with 
schools to deliver the programme.

What will Getting into Tech do with TFN’s funding?
Getting into Tech would use the contribution from The 
Funding Network to scale the programme. £10,000 from 
TFN would fund a dedicated Programme Manager who 
will be responsible for the setup of the programme, all 
activities, and the leading and facilitating of each 
programme session. The funding will also cover the cost 
of DBS checks, child protection training, printing, 
stationery, and certificates.. With TFN support, Getting into 
Tech will be able to deliver a programme that adopts a 
win-win approach to improving employment prospects: 
tech employees are able to refine their leadership and 
management skills, and disadvantaged young people 
gain the necessary skills, experience and qualifications to 
enter the tech sector. 

Sponsor’s statement:
Sharla-Jaye will make a success of this project as she has 
extensive experience in improving the lives of 
disadvantaged young people. She is the former CEO and 
founder of award-winning charity, Team Up; I previously 
sponsored Team Up's application, and it successfully 
received funding from TFN and went on to do great work. I 
believe that the same can happen again with TFN's support. 

Primary beneficiary group: Young people from low income 
and/or BAME backgrounds
Geographic focus: London
Year Founded: 2019
Number of staff FTE: 4

Income in 2019-20 £90,000
Free reserves: £32,000

TFN Member Sponsor: Samuel Lush
Registered not-for-profit: 12339338
Website: gettingintotech.co.uk



Join us at the TFN Autumn Funder virtual 
crowdfunding event on 22 September 
2021 and pledge your support for 
Key4Life,  Opera Circus, and Getting into 
Tech 

CLICK HERE TO
REGISTER TO ATTEND

thefundingnetwork.org.uk
E: info@thefundingnetwork.org.uk
T: 02078464070
Registered charity: 1088315

About The Funding Network

The Funding Network (TFN) is a London-based charity, founded in 2002 by 
Frederick Mulder CBE, Sue Gillie, Paul Kelland and Polly McAfee. Their aim 
was to create a way for people to come together to hear directly from 
charities working for social change and to pool their funds in support of their 
work, in order to have a greater impact then they could on their own. They 
wanted to create a forum that was fun, educational and empowering. Fast 
forward 19 years, and what began as a small, voluntary giving circle started 
by four friends has raised in excess of £15m for 2,500 charities at over 600 
events in 25 countries.

https://www.crowdcast.io/e/autumnfunder
https://www.crowdcast.io/e/autumnfunder
https://www.crowdcast.io/e/autumnfunder

